
Biography Of Dante Edwards-Morrison

Dante Edwards-Morrison was a dedicated professional with a passion for helping others that
extended beyond his career, and he pursued various interests in his time.

Career and Roles



Direct Support Specialist with NYS's Office for People With Developmental
Disabilities (OPWDD)

At the time of his passing, he was in the early stages of his career as a Direct Support Specialist
with the New York State's Office for People With Developmental Disabilities (OPWDD).

Direct Support Specialist at Heritage Christian Services

Before joining OPWDD, he worked for 2 1/2 years as a Direct Support Specialist with Heritage
Christian Services. Here, he gained valuable experience in assisting individuals with
developmental disabilities, further honing his skills in caregiving and fostering a supportive
environment for those in need. In this role, he demonstrated a solid commitment to improving
the lives of individuals with developmental disabilities, providing essential support and
assistance to ensure their well-being and integration within their communities.

Sales Associate at Raymour & Flanagan

Before his tenure at Heritage Christian Services, he spent five years as a Sales Associate at
Raymour & Flanagan. During this role, he developed strong customer service skills and a keen
understanding of client needs, contributing to the company's success through his dedication and
hard work.



Laborer and Foreman at Morrison Construction & Painting, LLC

In addition to his work in retail and caregiving, Dante also dedicated his time to his father's
business, Morrison Construction & Painting, LLC, where he worked closely with his father as
both a laborer and a foreman. Additionally, when time permitted, he assisted his father with
recordkeeping and marketing ideas for the business. Through his contributions to the family
business, he demonstrated his versatility and willingness to take on diverse responsibilities.

Previous Retail Experience

Throughout high school and college, he worked in the retail industry, starting as a sales
associate at Foot Action and advancing to assistant manager at Foot Locker. His experience in
retail equipped him with valuable skills in communication, customer service, and team
management, which he applied throughout his career.



Personal Life and Interests

Outside of his professional endeavors, he had a passion for sneakers, art, music, and learning
about space exploration. He enjoyed collecting sneakers, appreciating their design, exploring
various art forms, and immersing himself in music. Additionally, he was keenly interested in
space exploration, often spending his free time reading about the latest advancements in the
field and marveling at the wonders of the universe.

He found joy in listening to music, which served as a source of inspiration and relaxation for
him. Whether discovering new artists or revisiting classic albums, music played a significant role
in his life, providing him comfort and solace.

His fascination with space exploration fueled his curiosity about the cosmos and its mysteries.
He eagerly delved into books, documentaries, and space-related articles to expand his
knowledge and understanding of the universe.

Dante Edwards-Morrison's life was characterized by his unwavering dedication to helping others
in his professional career and personal pursuits. His commitment to supporting individuals with
developmental disabilities and his diverse interests and passions leave a legacy of compassion,
empathy, and curiosity. Though his time was cut short, his impact on those around him will be
remembered and cherished for years.


